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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SUMMARY:
This large five-bay barn, which began as a large cruck-framed thatched building, is possibly
medieval and certainly before 1600. Two cruck blades and some floor timbers from a house are
amongst the reused timber. Chapel House was one of the monastic farms but only dendrochronology of the cruck timber can date the structure exactly. Dendro-dating of monastic site
timbers in Ribblesdale (Langcliffe and Long Preston) has yielded cruck dates around 1500. The
barn has been heightened, the last one dated by an inscription of 1840 with new roof trusses of
Baltic timber.
SITE AND SETTING:
The barn is on a ledge in the lower hillside and at the top of former arable fields and south of
Chapel House. Glacial til and boulders and cobbles are evident in walls and soil. Broad Keld
(spring) cuts through the til nearby, it runs down the hillside and its water powered the 20thC
turbine houses in the small building below. The huge irregularly shaped gritstone water-trough by
the barn may be medieval. There are holloways to the north of the barn and possible lynchets as
well as ridge and furrow in Great Meadow below. The field wall of Great Meadow has a
backwards S-shape indicating previously ploughed land.
DOCUMENTARY HISTORY:
Chapel House is listed (by Whittaker) as one of the monastic farms belonging to the abbot of
Fountains Abbey. In the 1540s, after the dissolution, it was amongst extensive monastic lands
bought by Gresham who then began to sell off some of these lands. Thomas Tennant of Bordley
bought the Chapel House lands in 1571. At the time of the tithe award in 1844 Chapel House and
the land on which High Laithe is situated were owned by John Robert Tennant but leased by the
Reverend William Berry the Vicar of Burnsall and Conistone. Robert Tennant MP was the last of
the Tennant family to own Chapel House, which was purchased in 1911 by Sir James Roberts.
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BUILDING DESCRIPTION:
Plan:
A large five bay barn with one added bay, two outshuts and a porch. The barn appears to be a
medieval cruck barn originally but has had several wall heightenings. The large barn may have
been for storage in medieval times and it has been adapted for cows and hay later with new
openings made.

Exterior features:
The barn frontage is largely obscured by added outshuts (see elevation and plan drawings). The
19thC porch roof is held up on timber braces. The changes of stonework tell of a number of
alterations and heightening in the past. The stone arched cart door of c. 1840 has margin dressed
sandstones
On each side are added outshuts. That on the left has sandstone quoins and a roof that reaches
only to the pre-1840 roofline. On the right the outshut has limestone quoins but has been
heightened with different stone and its roof extended up to the level of the 1840 roof and there is
a forking hole that connects into the barn crop store area.
The north end of the barn shows some of the older work including a massive plinth and, above, a
low layer of older walling. This is also seen at the rear. It’s wall was heightened with limestone
quoins and it had a steep stone flag roof still seen on the gable. The final heightening of 1840 can
be seen all round the barn.
The gable end addition has a cart arch (18thC?) now blocked and a modern monopitch roofline
replacing the original steep pitched stone roof seen on the gable. The quoin material changes
from limestone to sandstone suggesting it was rebuilt and heightened as part of the heightening
and rebuilding in 1840.
The north gable shows the added bay with its modern roof and remains of the steep lower
flagstone roof dating from before 1840.
The uneven rear wall has the same evidence of rebuilding as the frontage and a final heightening
phase of c1840. The massive plinth of large clearance stone has several breaks where padstones
and cruck trusses have been pulled out. The cruck trusses would have had a thatched roof and
low eaves. It is possible that the cruck barn had timber walls originally (as some in S Yorks) as the
last truss seems to have been at the north gable near the massive corner boulders. Above the
plinth is some earlier walling of cobbles and small flagstones. This may be original stone walling, if
the walls were not of timber, and made a low eaves line. Eventually the whole wall was rebuilt in
stone to a greater height with the steep stone slate roof replacing thatch. . This may have been
in the late 16 or 17thC or 18thC.
The final heightening of 1840 provided a new higher cart door and new roof trusses.
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The south gable retains parts of the massive plinth and changing quoin materials, but has been
much rebuilt at the corners when heightened in 1840. The two shippon doors with plain lintels
and a central foddergang window are 19thC. The middle area of the gable wall is older than the
rebuilt sides and inside the barn this rebuilding is seen very well. The massive plinth seems to
continue beyond the barn on the gable end. Perhaps it was only retained to form a garth for
watering cows in winter.
Interior features:
The barn roof has 4 roof trusses made of Baltic timber and typical for mid 19thC. One of the
queen struts retains some Baltic cargo marks (see sketch). The upper kingpost by the cart door is
inscribed IRT 1840 (John Robert Tennant) He must have heightened the roof and removed all the
old trusses. Two fresh-looking oak cruck blades survive re-used in the calf outshut and may have
been the last to be pulled out. The rafters are all replaced but some purlins are of local timber
perhaps reused from the older barn roof. The shippons are a fine example of 19thC carpentry
with double stalls where Craven longhorn cows were over-wintered, fed from the large hay loft
above.
The south end outshut (left of the porch) has sandstone quoins and is probably part of the
rebuilding in 19thC.
The outshut to the right of the porch has a hayloft with a reused timber with a straight and an
angled halving but no peg holes and might be from a c1700 roof truss. A timber feeder, possibly
for calves, is perched on the huge plinth of the old barn. The roof purlins however are of two
massive and unweathered oak cruck trusses 45 cm X 15cm, these are a candidate for dendrodating (see drawing) It is the middle part of a cruck blade and fits the dimensions of other local
examples (see Yorkshire Buildings 2000) (See drawing)
The north end extension has two doorway-like openings in the rear wall. They are now infilled
but one retains a feeding chute. Was this a bull house?
MATERIALS (walling, roofing, paving, trusses etc)
The barn has a sandstone flag roof, possibly from the Hard Rake quarries above Conistone. The
older roof that survived to 1840 was also sandstone flags.
Walling is varied but gives rebuild and dating clues e.g. the massive boulder plinth, the use of
limestone cobbles and boulders in walling, the use of sandstone for dressed work replacing earlier
limestones with little dressing.
Timber includes oak for cruck timbers perhaps brought from Nidderdale, although there is still a
small area of oak on the acid soils of gravel beds at Grass Woods. Grass woods and Chapel
House/Kilnsey woods produced ash trees and hazel and holly.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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INTERPRETATION:
The large cruck barn had massive boulder plinth. An unusual low layer of walling survives above
the plinth with small cobbles and bits of sandstone flag. This may be a later phase as timber walls
were replaced. The apparent end cruck against the gable suggests it may have had timber walls.
The cruck construction barn would have been thatched with low eaves. It would certainly date
from before 1600. It is likely to have been monastic since Chapel House was one of the monastic
farms. The barn has few original doorways so may have been built as a store, not for livestock,
possibly wool fleeces were stored. There seem to be few original openings indicated by breaks in
the plinth.
The heightening of the low eaves of the cruck barn can be recognised by stonework changes.
Most of the heightening is to within a metre of the present roof. It was stone roofed. It is likely
some of the crucks remained inside although others were probably removed. The sites of the
cruck feet can still be seen as breaks in the rear walling, at much the same intervals as the present
roof trusses.
In 1840 there was a major rebuilding by the Tennants who inscribed the event in an upper
kingpost “JRT 1840”. The old walls were heightened and new roof trusses of Baltic timber
replaced the old. A stone arched cart door was built and new shippon doorways inserted. It may
be that the last pair of crucks were removed and cut down and reused in the calf outshut roof
which was heightened to the new roof level.
Report Alison Armstrong

DENDROCHRONOLOGY
In 2017 Upper Wharfedale Heritage group commissioned Nottingham Tree Ring Dating
Laboratory to carry out Dendrochronology on the two sections of cruck blade found in the calf
outshut roof at High Laithe.
The results gave a site chronology having an overall length of 165 rings and showed it was likely
that they both came from the same tree. The measured ring of the lower purlin dated from 1266
to 1419 with a heartwood/sapwood boundary of 1416. The upper purlin had measured ring dates
from 1255 to 1414 with the heartwood/sapwood boundary at 1414.
The average heartwood/sapwood boundary ring on these two samples is dated 1415. Allowing for
the usual 95% probability range for the number of sapwood rings on oak trees of 15-40 rings, this
gives an estimated felling date no earlier than 1430 and no later than 1455.
The two sections of cruck blade were incorporated into the outshut roof during the last phase of
heightening of the barn in 1840.It is unlikely at that time that un-weathered crucks would have
come from anywhere other than the building being modified especially since the building still
shows the scars where crucks and padstones have been removed.
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The initial analysis of the barn suggested that it could be medieval and the estimated felling date
of between 1430 and 1455 confirms that the lower part of the building, prior to the phases of
heightening, dates from the time Chapel House was one of the medieval lodges belonging to
Fountains Abbey.
Report - Pat Carroll
It should be noted that this is still a working building on private land and there is no public
access.

Interpretive Drawings
(not measured but roughly to scale)
Alison Armstrong
Front elevation and north gable
Rear elevation and south gable
Detail of cruck
Interpretative plan

p6
p7
p8
p9

Measured Drawings
Pat Carroll
North and South elevations
West elevation
East elevation
Plan

p10
p11
p12
p13
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Image i/d KB 11 P01

Image i/d KB 11 P02

East elevation

East elevation (Northern extension)
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Image i/d KB 11 P03

Image i/d K B 11 P09

East elevation (showing wall change and plinth)

South elevation
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Image i/d KB 11 P11

West elevation

Image i/d KB 11 P15

North elevation
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Image i/d KB 11 P17

Interior of North extension

Image i/d KB 11 P19

Shippon (note stone divider)
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Image i/d KB 11 P20

Image i/d KB 11 P22

Roof trusses

JRT 1840 on upper king post (John Robert Tennant)
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Image i/d KB 11 P23

Baltic timber mark (Gdansk)

Image i/d KB 11 P24

Reused cruck (Circa 1445)
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Image i/d

Description:

Date:

Notes:

KB 11 P01

East elevation

30/03/2015

KB 11 P02

East elevation

30/03/2015

North extension

KB 11 P03

East elevation

30/03/2015

Plinth and height change

KB 11 P04

North outshut

30/03/2015

Looking west

KB 11 P05

North outshut

30/03/2015

Looking north

KB 11 P06

South outshut

30/03/2015

Looking west

KB 11 P07

South outshut

30/03/2015

Looking south

KB 11 P08

Porch

30/03/2015

KB 11 P09

South elevation

30/03/2015

KB 11 P10

South elevation

30/03/2015

KB 11 P11

West elevation

30/03/2015

KB 11 P12

West elevation

30/03/2015

Plinth and height change

KB 11 P13

West elevation

30/03/2015

KB 11 P14

West elevation

30/03/2015

Blocked openings in
extension
Straight joint with extension

KB 11 P15

North elevation

30/03/2015

KB 11 P16

NE corner

30/03/2015

KB 11 P17

Interior north extension

30/03/2015

Looking west

KB 11 P18

Shippon

30/03/2015

Looking north

KB 11 P19

Shippon

30/03/2015

Looking north west

KB 11P20

Trusses

30/03/2015

Looking south

KB 11 P21

Truss at north end

30/03/2015

KB 11 P22

Dated upper king post

30/03/2015

KB 11 P23

Baltic Timber Mark

30/03/2015

KB 11 P24

Re- used crucks

26/01/2017

KB 11 P25

Re-used timber

30/01/2015

Photographs

Phil and Pat Carroll

John Robert Tennant 1840

Loft support north outshut
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